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Abstract. This paper proves a finiteness result for families of integral points on a
semiabelian variety minus a divisor, generalizing the corresponding result of Faltings for
abelian varieties. Combined with the main theorem of the first part of this paper, this
gives a finiteness statement for integral points on a closed subvariety of a semiabelian
variety, minus a divisor.
In addition, the last two sections generalize some standard results on closed subva-
rieties of semiabelian varieties to the context of closed subvarieties minus divisors.
Recall that a semiabelian variety is a group variety A such that, after suitable
base change, there exists an abelian variety A0 and an exact sequence
(0.1) 0→ Gµm → A
ρ
−→ A0 → 0 .
(In this paper a variety is an integral separated scheme of finite type over a field. Since
a group variety has a rational point, the base field is algebraically closed in the function
field. In characteristic zero, this implies that the variety is geometrically integral.)
Let k be a number field, and let S be a finite set of places of k containing all
archimedean places. Let R be the ring of integers of k and let RS be the localization
of R away from places in S . Let X be a quasi-projective variety over k . A model
for X over RS is an integral scheme, surjective and quasi-projective over SpecRS ,
together with an isomorphism of the generic fiber over k with X . An integral point
of X (or, loosely speaking, an integral point of X ) is an element of X (RS) .
The first part [V 3] of this paper proved a finiteness statement (Theorem 0.3) for
families of integral points on closed subvarieties X of a semiabelian variety A over
k . This second and final part proves a similar result (Theorem 0.2) for certain open
subvarieties of A .
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Specifically, the open subvarieties under consideration are those that can be written
as the complement of a divisor. These two finiteness results then combine very easily
to give a finiteness statement (Theorem 0.4) for a closed subvariety minus a divisor.
The main result of this paper is the following:
Theorem 0.2. Let D be an effective divisor on A , let V = A\SuppD , and let V be a
model for V over SpecRS . Then the set V (RS) of integral points on V equals a
finite union
⋃
i Bi(RS) , where each Bi is a subscheme of V whose generic fiber
Bi is a translated semiabelian subvariety of A .
In ([F], Thm. 2), Faltings proved a corresponding statement for integral points on
abelian varieties: if D is an ample effective divisor on an abelian variety A , then (with
notations as above) the set V (RS) is finite. In the semiabelian case this is no longer
true (see Examples 1.1 and 1.3); however it is true that Theorem 0.2 implies Faltings’
result. Indeed, since an ample divisor D on an abelian variety A is still ample when
restricted to a nontrivial translated abelian subvariety, the result follows by induction
on the dimension of A .
As with Faltings’ result, the proof of Theorem 0.2 proceeds by reducing to a state-
ment on diophantine approximation (Theorem 3.6); in addition, this paper relies heavily
on results from [V 3].
In [V 3] we proved the following result.
Theorem 0.3. Let X be a closed subvariety of a semiabelian variety A , and let X be
a model for X . Then X (RS) equals a finite union
⋃
i Bi(RS) , where each Bi is
a subscheme of X whose generic fiber Bi is a translated semiabelian subvariety
of A .
Since the conclusion of this theorem is the same as for Theorem 0.2, the two
theorems can be combined and generalized:
Theorem 0.4. Let X be a closed subvariety of a semiabelian variety A , let D be an
effective divisor on X , and let V be a model for X \D . Then V (RS) equals a
finite union
⋃
i Bi(RS) , where each Bi is a subscheme of V whose generic fiber
Bi is a translated semiabelian subvariety of A .
Proof. Let X be a model for X such that V ⊆ X (this can be accomplished, if
necessary, by enlarging S ). By Theorem 0.2,
V (RS) ⊆ X (RS) =
⋃
i
Bi(RS) ;
then Theorem 0.3 implies that
V (RS) =
⋃
i
(Bi ∩ V )(RS) =
⋃
i
⋃
j
Bij(RS) .

The situation regarding integral points on complements of sets of codimension ≥ 2
is not as clean; in this case most of the rational points are also integral.
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I do not believe that Theorem 0.2 has been conjectured by anyone, except that it
follows from the general conjectures of [V 1] (see Theorem 5.16).
The first section of the paper gives some examples showing that a stronger con-
clusion in Theorem 0.2 is impossible. The second section begins the proof proper by
showing some results on completions of semiabelian varieties; it is this section that
contains most of what is new. Section 3 proves the main approximation lemma via
extensions of Thue’s method from [F] and [V 3]. Section 4 then combines these re-
sults to conclude the proof of Theorem 0.2. The last two sections prove some theorems
suggested by the similarities between Theorems 0.2 and 0.3.
The author would like to thank S. Sperber for useful suggestions. He also thanks
ETH-Zu¨rich and the Max-Planck-Institut in Bonn for hospitality during brief stays.
§1. Some examples
This section gives some examples showing that one cannot hope to get finiteness of the
set of integral points in Theorem 0.2.
Example 1.1. Let A = G2m and let D be the diagonal on A . Completing A in the
obvious way to (P1)2 , it follows that the closure of D is ample. Yet
A \D ∼= (Gm \ {1}) ×Gm ,
so it may have infinitely many integral points (depending on the model).
Of course in this case there is a nontrivial group action on A . The following
definition, which will be useful throughout this paper, formalizes this idea.
Definition 1.2. Let X be a variety on which a semiabelian variety A acts, and let Y
be a subvariety of X .
(a). Let B(A,Y ) denote the identity component of the subgroup
{a ∈ A(Q) | a+ Y = Y }
in A .
(b). If X = A , acting on itself by translation, then we write B(Y ) = B(A,Y ) .
The restriction to Y of the quotient map A→ A/B(Y ) exhibits Y as a fiber
bundle with fiber B(Y ) . This map is called the Ueno fibration associated to
Y . It is trivial when B(Y ) is.
Classically, the Ueno fibration is defined for closed subvarieties. The image of the
Ueno fibration has trivial Ueno fibration.
Example 1.3. Let E be an elliptic curve and let A = Gm × E . Let f be a nonzero
rational function on E with a pole at a rational point P . Let U be the largest subset
of E on which f is defined and nonzero, and let D ⊆ Gm×U ⊆ A be its graph. Then
A \ D has trivial Ueno fibration, yet it contains the nontrivial translated subgroup
Gm × {P} .
Both of these examples illustrate that the non-completeness of semiabelian varieties
introduces issues not present in the case of abelian varieties.
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§2. Completions of semiabelian varieties
This section collects some results about completions of semiabelian varieties with vari-
ous desirable properties.
Throughout this section, all varieties are over a field of characteristic
zero, although it may well be true that everything holds over fields of arbitrary
characteristic.
Definition 2.1. Let G be a variety. A completion of G is a complete variety X with
an open immersion G →֒ X . We often identify G with its image in X . Given
two completions X1 and X2 of G , we say that X1 dominates X2 if there exists
a morphism X1 → X2 compatible with the immersions G →֒ X1 and G →֒ X2 .
A completion X of a group variety G is equivariant if the group law G×G→ G
extends to a morphism G×X → X .
As noted in ([V 3], Sect. 2), a semiabelian variety A is isomorphic to
P′(OA0 ⊕M1)×A0 · · · ×A0 P
′(OA0 ⊕Mµ)
for some M1, . . . ,Mµ ∈ Pic
0A0 . Here the notation P
′(L1 ⊕L2) means P(L1 ⊕L2)
minus the sections corresponding to the canonical projections to L1 and L2 . This
paper needs a slightly more general situation in which V is a projective variety,
M1, . . . ,Mn ∈ Pic
0 V , and W = P′(OV ⊕ M1) ×V · · · ×V P
′(OV ⊕ Mµ) . The group
Gµm still acts on W , and W is a fiber bundle over V with fiber G
µ
m . As usual, let
ρ : W → V denote the canonical projection. In practice V will be birational to A0 .
Throughout this paper, all fiber bundles will have fiber equal to the variety under-
lying a group variety. The structure group of such bundles will always be the group of
translations.
Lemma 2.2. Any equivariant completion G of Gµm determines a completion W of W
for which ρ extends to a fiber bundle ρ¯ : W → V with fiber G .
Proof. Cover V by open subsets Ui on which ρ
−1(Ui) is isomorphic to a product
Gµm×Ui . We will form W by glueing completions G×Ui of ρ
−1(Ui) . This is possible
since the glueing isomorphisms on ρ−1(Ui ∩Uj) are translations by sections of ρ , and
G is an equivariant completion. See also ([Se 2], Sect. 1.3). 
If V = A0 then W = A and the resulting completion W =: A is then invariant
under translation by elements of A .
Proposition 2.3. Let A and ρ : A→ A0 be as in (0.1), let A
′ be another semiabelian
variety, and let θ : A → A′ be a group homomorphism. Let X and X ′ be
equivariant completions of A and A′ , respectively, as in Lemma 2.2. Let L and
L′ be ample line sheaves on X and X ′ , respectively, and let hL and hL′ be
associated height functions. Then for all P ∈ A(Q) ,
(2.3.1) hL′(θ(P ))≪ hL(P ) +O(1) .
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Proof. Let Γ be the closure of the graph of θ in X × X ′ , let M be an ample line
sheaf on Γ , and let hM be an associated height function. Then basic properties of
heights (functoriality and ([V 1], 1.2.9f)) imply that
hL′(θ(P ))≪ hM ((P, θ(P ))) +O(1) .
Thus, by replacing X ′ with Γ and A′ with A , we reduce to the case where A′ = A and
X ′ dominates X (since Γ is also an equivariant completion of A ). Let φ : X ′ → X
be the morphism. By Kodaira’s lemma ([V 1], 1.2.7), we have mφ∗L ∼ L′ + E for
some m > 0 and some effective divisor E on X ′ . Thus (2.3.1) holds outside of the
base locus B of E . Let τ : A→ A denote translation by an element a ∈ A . Then for
P /∈ τ−1(B) ,
hL′(θ(P ))≪ hτ∗L′(θ(P )) +O(1)
= hL′(τ(θ(P ))) +O(1)
≪ hL(τ(P )) +O(1)
= hτ∗L(P ) +O(1)
≪ hL(P ) +O(1) .
(2.3.2)
Here the first and last steps follow from ([V 1], 1.2.9d), since τ∗L is algebraically
equivalent to L on X . The proposition then follows by applying (2.3.2) to elements
a1, . . . , ar ∈ A chosen such that the corresponding translations τ1, . . . , τr satisfy
r⋂
i=1
τ−1i (B ∩A) = ∅ .

Theorem 2.4. Let A0 be a smooth projective variety, let M1, . . . ,Mµ ∈ Pic
0A0 , and
let
A = P′(OA0 ⊕M1)×A0 · · · ×A0 P
′(OA0 ⊕Mµ) .
Let D be an effective divisor on A . Assume that B(Gµm,D) = 0 (where G
µ
m acts
on fibers of A over A0 in the obvious manner). Then there exists an equivari-
ant completion G of Gµm with corresponding completion A of A (as in Lemma
2.2) and a projective birational morphism π0 : A˜0 → A0 , satisfying the following
conditions.
(1). Let A˜ = A ×A0 A˜0 and let π : A˜ → A be the canonical projection onto
the first factor. Then there exists a Cartier divisor D˜ on A˜ such that
(π∗D˜) ∩ A = D , where π∗ refers to D˜ as a Weil divisor. Moreover, D˜
is ample on fibers of the map ρ˜ : A˜→ A0 .
(2). The support of D˜ does not contain π−1(T ) for any subset T ⊆ A corre-
sponding to a G-orbit of G .
(3). Let E be the exceptional set for π0 : A˜0 → A0 and let ρ˜ : A˜ → A˜0 be the
map corresponding to ρ¯ : A→ A0 . Then there exists a Cartier divisor D on
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A and a divisor F on A˜ supported only on ρ˜−1(E) satisfying the numerical
equivalence
(2.4.1) π∗D ≡ D˜ + F .
(4). The set ρ−1(π0(E)) is contained in SuppD .
(5). Finally, G has only finitely many G-orbits.
Moreover, if A0 is abelian (and A is semiabelian) and if D has trivial Ueno
fibration, then D is ample.
A˜
ρ˜
−−−−→ A˜0
π
y π0y
A
ρ¯
−−−−→ A0
∪ րρ
A
Proof. We first consider the case A = Gµm . In this case π is an isomorphism, (4) is
vacuous, and conditions (1) and (3) are equivalent to the closure D of D in A being
Cartier and ample.
Let f ∈ k[x1, x
−1
1 , . . . , xµ, x
−1
µ ] be a Laurent polynomial such that D = (f) .
Let M = Zµ , and for m = (m1, . . . ,mµ) ∈ M let x
m denote xm11 · · · x
mµ
µ . Write
f =
∑
cmx
m and let ∆ = ∆f be the convex hull of {m ∈ M | cm 6= 0} in
MR := M ⊗Z R . This is a polyhedron called the Newton polyhedron. Its vertices
are lattice points. Let m(0), . . . ,m(ℓ) be the lattice points in ∆ . For vertices m of
∆ , let σm ⊆MR be the cone{
ℓ∑
i=0
λi(m
(i) −m)
∣∣∣ λi ≥ 0 ∀ i
}
.
After replacing ∆ with a positive integral multiple n∆, we may assume that for all
vertices m of ∆ , the set {m(i) − m | i = 0, . . . , ℓ} generates the monoid σm ∩M
(see Gordan’s lemma, ([TE], p. 7)). This multiple n∆ corresponds to fn , which
corresponds to nD .
Following ([O], Sect. 1), we have a morphism φ : Gµm → P
ℓ defined by
(t1, . . . , tµ) 7→ [t
m(0) : · · · : tm
(ℓ)
] .
Since D has trivial Ueno fibration, the Newton polyhedron does not lie in any hyper-
plane of MR ; therefore this map is actually an embedding. Let G be the closure of the
image of φ . Then G is a toric variety (for definitions see [TE] or [D]). In particular it
is an equivariant completion of Gµm with only finitely many orbits. These orbits are in
incidence-preserving one-to-one correspondence with the faces of ∆ . Finally, by ([TE],
p. 6 Thm. 1), G is normal.
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Lemma 2.4.2. Let D be a divisor on Gµm with trivial Ueno fibration. Let G be the
toric variety corresponding to a suitably large multiple of the Newton polyhedron
∆ of the defining equation f of D . Then the closure D of D in G is Cartier
and ample, and its support does not contain any Gµm-orbit of G .
Proof. The polynomial f defines a global section of O(1) on Pℓ by s = c0x0+· · ·+cℓxℓ,
where f =
∑
cix
m(i) . Given a face δ of ∆ , the closure of the associated orbit in G
is determined by the vanishing of all xi for which m
(i) /∈ δ¯ . By definition of δ , there
is an index i for which ci 6= 0 and mi ∈ δ¯ ; therefore s does not vanish identically on
the orbit associated to δ . Thus (s) = D , which is therefore ample. 
The lemma implies conditions (1)–(4), thus proving the case A = Gµm . Before
proving the general case, some more lemmas are needed.
Lemma 2.4.3. Let G be a completion of Gµm as described above, and let V , W , and
W be as in Lemma 2.2. Recall that NumX denotes the numerical equivalence
class group of a variety X . Let i1 : G → W be a closed fiber of ρ¯ : W → V
(equivariant under the action of Gµm ), and let i2 : V → W be a section of ρ¯
associated to a zero-dimensional orbit of G . Then
(a). the map
(i∗1, i
∗
2) : NumW → NumG×NumV
is an isomorphism, and is independent of the choice of i1 and i2 ;
(b). every closed integral curve on W is numerically equivalent to an effective
sum of curves in the images of i1 and i2 ; and
(c). a divisor D on W is ample if and only if the divisors i∗1D ∈ PicG and
i∗2D ∈ PicV are ample.
Proof. First consider part (b). We start by claiming that every closed integral curve
on W is numerically equivalent to an effective sum of curves in fibers of ρ¯ and curves
in sections of ρ¯ associated to zero-dimensional orbits of G . Let C be a closed integral
curve in W and let χ : Gm → G
µ
m be a nontrivial one-parameter subgroup. Transla-
tions of C by χ(a) for a ∈ Gm define a surface Y ⊆W×Gm with Y ∩(W×{1}) = C .
Let Y be the closure of Y in W × P1 , and let Y0 = Y ∩ (W × {0}) . Then Y0 is
a sum of curves in W which is numerically equivalent to C and is invariant under
translations by χ . Thus each irreducible component either lies in W \W or lies in a
fiber of ρ¯ : W → V . The claim then follows by induction on dimension.
Given any two fibers of ρ¯ , an effective sum of curves in one fiber is numerically
equivalent to an effective sum of curves in the other. Hence, in the above claim, the
curves in fibers of ρ¯ can be assumed to lie in the image of i1 .
To prove (b), it remains to show that the curves in sections of ρ¯ , as above, can
be taken to lie in the image of i2 . To show this, it suffices to show that for any two
sections σ1 and σ2 of ρ¯ as above and any closed integral curve C ⊆ V , σ1(C) is alge-
braically equivalent to σ2(C) . Let Γ be the graph whose vertices are zero-dimensional
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orbits of G and whose edges are one-dimensional orbits. Since Γ is connected, it suf-
fices to consider sections σ1 , σ2 contained in the subset of W corresponding to the
closure of a one-dimensional orbit in G . In this case it is easy to show explicitly that
σ1(C) and σ2(C) are algebraically equivalent, since this subset of W is isomorphic to
P(OV ⊕M ) for some M ∈ Pic
0 V . Thus (b) holds. Moreover, i∗2 : NumW → NumV
is independent of the choice of i2 .
Next consider the map
i∗1 : PicW → PicG .
Since G has trivial Albanese, this map is independent of the fiber chosen. Since divisors
on Gµm are all principal, it follows that PicG is generated by the closures of the orbits
of codimension one; hence i∗1 : PicW → PicG is surjective. By the Seesaw theorem
([Mi], Thm. 5.1), the kernel is PicV . Thus there is an exact sequence
0→ PicV → PicW → PicG→ 0 .
The map i∗2 : PicW → PicV splits this sequence. (This splitting depends on the choice
of i2 .)
By part (b), an element in PicW is numerically equivalent to zero if and only if
its components in PicV and PicG are both numerically equivalent to zero. Hence
there is an exact sequence
0→ NumV → NumW → NumG→ 0 ,
which is again split. In this case, though, the splitting is independent of the choice of
zero-dimensional orbit, by the argument using Γ .
Since i1 and i2 are closed immersions, it follows that if D is an ample divisor
on W then its components in NumG and NumV must also be ample. The converse
follows from part (b) and from Kleiman’s criterion for ampleness. 
Lemma 2.4.4. Let A be a semiabelian variety with µ = 1 , let A be the completion
of A associated to the (unique) completion Gm ⊆ P
1 , and let ρ¯ : A→ A0 be the
extension of ρ : A → A0 as in (0.1). Let σ : A0 → A and σ
′ : A0 → A be the
sections of ρ¯ corresponding to 0 ∈ P1 and ∞ ∈ P1 , respectively. Let D be a
closed subset of A of pure codimension one. Assume that D meets the generic
fiber of ρ , but that it does not contain the image of σ or σ′ . Then (in the notation
of Definition 1.2) there exists an abelian subvariety C of A such that
ρ(C) = B(σ−1(D)) .
Proof. By replacing A with a translate of ρ−1(B(σ−1(D))) , we may assume that
B(σ−1(D)) = A0 . We may also assume that D is irreducible (discard all but one
suitable irreducible component). Then D does not meet the image of σ ; since the
images of σ and σ′ are algebraically equivalent, it does not meet the image of σ′ ,
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either. Thus D ⊆ A . Recall that A ∼= P(OA0 ⊕M ) for some line sheaf M ∈ Pic
0A0 .
Let Y be some normal projective variety admitting a birational morphism i : Y → D .
Let E = A×A0 Y and N = i
∗ρ∗M , so that E = P(OY ⊕N ) . This contains a divisor
D′ (equal to the image of the map i ×A0 IdY ) which has degree 1 over Y and does
not meet the divisors on E corresponding to the projections of OY ⊕N onto either
of its direct summands. Therefore the surjection OY ⊕N ։ L corresponding to D
′
is an isomorphism on each direct summand; thus N ∼= OY . Therefore M lies in the
kernel of Pic0A0 → Pic
0 Y .
But since the Albanese of Y maps onto A0 , the above map on Pic
0 must be
finite; hence M is torsion in Pic0A0 , of order dividing the degree of ρ
∣∣
D
. It then
follows that D is a translated subgroup of A . Let C be that subgroup. 
Lemma 2.4.5. Let G be the completion of Gµm associated to some polyhedron ∆ and
let A be the corresponding completion of A (Lemma 2.2). Let σ : A0 → A be the
section of ρ¯ : A→ A0 corresponding to some zero-dimensional orbit of G . Let D
be a closed subset of A of pure codimension 1 . Assume that D meets the generic
fiber of ρ¯ on all subsets of A corresponding to closures of positive dimensional
orbits of G , but that D does not contain any subset of A corresponding to a zero
dimensional orbit. Then
ρ(B(D ∩A)) = B(σ−1(D)) .
Proof. Let B = B(σ−1(D)) . The section σ corresponds to a vertex m of ∆ . Let
{Yi | i ∈ I} be the set of A-orbits of A corresponding to edges (i.e., one-dimensional
faces) of ∆ incident to m . The closures Y i contain the image of σ . Applying Lemma
2.4.4 to D ∩ Y i on each Yi gives an abelian subvariety mapping onto B . Since the
edges of ∆ incident to m do not lie in any hyperplane of M , this implies that the line
sheaves M1, . . . ,Mµ used in defining A ([V 3], Sect. 2) are torsion when restricted to
B . Thus there exists an abelian subvariety C ⊆ A for which ρ(C) = B .
We now show that B(D ∩A) contains C . After replacing A0 with an isogenous
abelian variety, we may assume that C has degree 1 over B , and that M1, . . . ,Mµ
are trivial on B . Then M1, . . . ,Mµ all descend to line sheaves on A0/B ; this then
defines a fiber bundle A → A′ with fiber B . Since this morphism has at least one
fiber which does not meet D , it follows that B(D∩A) ⊇ C . Thus ρ(B(D∩A)) ⊇ B .
The opposite inclusion is trivial. 
We now finish the proof of Theorem 2.4. The divisor D on the generic fiber of
ρ¯ defines a hyperplane in Pℓ defined over K(A0) , and therefore a rational section
φ : A0 → P(E
∨) for some appropriate vector sheaf E of rank ℓ + 1 on A0 . Let
A˜0 be the closure of the graph of this rational map, and let π0 : A˜0 → A0 be the
canonical projection. Then φ extends to a morphism φ˜ : A˜0 → P(E
∨) . Let G be the
completion of Gµm associated to D on the generic fiber of ρ , as above. Let A be
the associated completion of A ; this can be naturally identified with a subscheme of
P(E ) , and therefore φ˜ defines a Cartier divisor D˜0 on A˜ := A×A0 A˜0 . Moreover, by
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construction no fiber of ρ˜ is contained in D˜0 , so since D˜0 is of pure codimension one,
it follows that all components of D˜0 map onto A˜0 . Thus D˜0 is the strict transform
of the horizontal (over A0 ) part of D . Add to this the pull-back of the vertical part
of D to get D˜ . This gives (1), (2), and (5).
Let σ : A0 → A be a section of ρ¯ as in Lemma 2.4.5 and let σ˜ : A˜0 → A˜ be the
corresponding section of ρ˜ . Then D˜ corresponds via Lemma 2.4.3 to the divisor σ˜∗D˜
on A˜0 and some ample divisor D1 on G . Form π0∗σ˜
∗D˜ as a Weil divisor; it is also
Cartier since A0 is smooth. Let D be a divisor on A corresponding to π0∗σ˜
∗D˜ and
D1 . By construction, π
∗
0(π0∗σ˜
∗D˜) − σ˜∗D˜ is a divisor supported only on E . Pulling
back to A˜ then gives (3).
Moreover, the support of π0∗σ˜
∗D˜ is just σ−1(SuppD) , so if A0 is an abelian
variety and if D has trivial Ueno fibration, then Lemma 2.4.5 implies that π0∗σ˜
∗D˜
has trivial Ueno fibration. Thus by ([Mu], §6, Application 1, p. 60), π0∗σ˜
∗D˜ is ample
and therefore Lemma 2.4.3 implies that D is ample.
We now show (4). Zariski’s Main Theorem ([Ha], III 11.4) and its proof imply
that there is a Zariski-open subset U of A0 over which π0 is an isomorphism, and the
fibers over all P /∈ U are positive dimensional. For those P , it follows that D˜ maps
onto ρ−1(P ) . This gives (4). 
Proposition 2.5. Let A be the equivariant completion of a semiabelian variety A as-
sociated to some Newton polyhedron ∆ , and let T be an orbit of A . Then there
exists an open subset U of A containing A and T , and an equivariant projection
p : U → T whose restriction to T is the identity.
Proof. We continue using the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.4.
It suffices to prove the proposition in the case where A = Gµm . Let δ be the face
of ∆ corresponding to T . Let σδ be the cone in MR generated by elements m
′ −m
with m′ ∈ ∆ and m ∈ δ . Then the set
U := Speck[σδ ∩M ]
is an open affine subset of A . (Here k[σδ ∩M ] is a monoid ring.) Let τδ be the largest
subgroup of σδ . Then Spec k[τδ ∩M ] = T , and the injection T →֒ U corresponds to
the surjection k[σδ ∩M ]։ k[τδ ∩M ] defined by x
m 7→ 0 for all m /∈ τσ .
We then let p be the morphism corresponding to the canonical injection
k[τδ ∩M ] →֒ k[σδ ∩M ] . 
§3. The main approximation result
This section proves the main approximation result used in the proof of Theorem 0.2.
First we recall a standard definition and a definition from ([V 3], 7.1).
Definition 3.1. A line sheaf or Cartier divisor L on a complete variety X is nef (“nu-
merically effective”) if (L . C) ≥ 0 for all integral curves C on X .
Definition 3.2. Let X/k be a variety. A generalized Weil function is a function
g :
∐
v U(k¯v) → R , where U is a nonempty Zariski-open subset of X , such that
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there exists a proper birational morphism Φ: X∗ → X such that g ◦ Φ extends
to a Weil function for some divisor D∗ on X∗ . It is called effective if D∗ is
an effective divisor. The support of g , written Supp g , is defined to be the set
Φ(SuppD∗) . N.B.: This is not the set where g 6= 0 (the analysts’ definition of
support).
Definition 3.3. Let Y be a proper closed subset of a variety X/k . Then a logarithmic
distance function for Y is an effective generalized Weil function g on X such
that, if Φ: X∗ → X is as in Definition 3.2, then the divisor D∗ (as above) has
SuppD∗ = Φ−1(Y ) .
Note that this is not really minus the logarithm of the distance to Y , especially
near singularities, but we do have the following easy fact.
Lemma 3.4. Let Y be a proper closed subset of a complete variety X/k , let φ : X ′ → X
be a proper birational morphism, and let Y ′ = φ−1(Y ) . Let g and g′ be loga-
rithmic distance functions for Y and Y ′ , respectively. Then
g +O(1)≫≪ g′ +O(1) .
Moreover, O(1) refers to Mk-constants, as in ([L], Ch. 10, § 1).
Proof. We may assume that X∗ is the same for g and g′ ; let D and D′ be the
divisors on X∗ associated to g and g′ , respectively. Then since SuppD = SuppD′ ,
it follows that nD − D′ and n′D′ − D are effective for sufficiently large n and n′ .
This implies the lemma. 
For future reference, we also note that if X is an equivariant completion of A ,
if λ∞ is a logarithmic distance function for X \ A , if X \ A =
⋃
T i , where Ti are
finitely many subsets of X (e.g., orbits), and if λi are logarithmic distance functions
for T i on X for all i , then
∑
λi is a logarithmic distance function for X \ A and
therefore
(3.5) λ∞ +O(1)≫≪
∑
λi +O(1) .
Here again O(1) refers to Mk-constants.
Theorem 3.6. Let X be an equivariant completion of a semiabelian variety A . Let hL
be a height function on X with respect to an ample line sheaf L . Let λw be a
generalized Weil function on X at a place w ∈ S , and let λ∞,w be a logarithmic
distance function for X \ A on X . Then there do not exist a real number κ > 0
and a subset S ⊆ A(RS) satisfying the conditions (1)
(3.6.1) λw(P ) ≥ κhL(P )
for all P ∈ S ; and (2) for all η > 0 the inequality
(3.6.2) λ∞,w(P ) ≤ ηhL(P )
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holds for infinitely many P ∈ S .
Proof. First we claim that the theorem is independent of the choice of completion of
A . Indeed, suppose X ′ is another completion, with ample line sheaf L′ and height
function hL′ . Without loss of generality we may assume that X
′ dominates X via
φ : X ′ → X . By Proposition 2.3,
(3.6.3) hL(P )≫≪ hL′(P )
for almost all P ∈ S . Moreover λw is also a generalized Weil function on X
′ . Thus
(3.6.1) holds for X if and only if it holds for X ′ (with a different κ ). Also, Lemma
3.4 and (3.6.3) imply that (3.6.2) holds for X if and only if it holds for X ′ (with a
different η ).
Thus we may assume that X is the equivariant completion associated to the
injection Gµm →֒ (P
1)µ . Following [V 3], we will denote X by A from now on. We
may assume that λw is effective. Every generalized Weil function is dominated by a
Weil function (of a divisor on A ), so we may also assume that λw = λD,w is a Weil
function for an effective divisor D on A .
The basic idea of the remainder of the proof is to incorporate the extra machinery
of [V 3] into the argument of ([F], Sect. 6). As in [V 3], we let L0 be an ample
symmetric divisor on A0 , and let L1 = A\A (taking all components with multiplicity
one). Then, by basic properties of height functions, we may assume that
L = ρ∗L0 + L1 .
Unlike [F], it is not necessary here to assume that D is ample; instead, let ℓ be a
positive integer such that ℓL−D is ample.
Let δ > 0 be a rational number, and choose a positive rational ǫ < 1 and a
positive integer n satisfying
(3.6.4) nǫ <
κδ
[k : Q]
and
(3.6.5)
2δn
n!
<
ǫdimA
(5dimAℓ dimA)n
.
As in ([V 3], Sect. 3), let s = (s1, . . . , sn) be a tuple of positive integers. For integers
i and j in {1, . . . , n} let si ·pri−sj ·prj denote the morphism from A
n to A defined
using the group law. Also as in [V 3], given any product, pri denotes the projection
morphism from that product to its ith factor.
For closed subvarieties X1, . . . ,Xn of A , let X1, . . . , Xn denote their respective
closures in A . Let ψs :
∏
X i 99K A
n−1 be the rational map whose components are the
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restrictions of si ·pri−si+1 ·pri+1 as i varies from 1 to n− 1 . Let Ws be the closure
of the graph of this rational map, and let πs : Ws →
∏
Xi be the natural projection.
For n-tuples s of positive integers and for rational ǫ we define
(3.6.6)
Lǫ,s =
n∑
i=2
(si−1 · pri−1−si · pri)
∗ρ∗L0 +
n∑
i=2
(s2i−1 · pri−1−s
2
i · pri)
∗L1 + ǫ
n∑
i=1
s2i pr
∗
i L
as a Q-divisor class on Ws and
Mǫ,s =
n∑
i=2
(si−1 · pri−1−si · pri)
∗ρ∗L0
+ s21 pr
∗
1 L1 + 2
n−1∑
i=2
s2i pr
∗
i L1 + s
2
n pr
∗
n L1 + ǫ
n∑
i=1
s2i pr
∗
i L .
(3.6.7)
as a Q-divisor class on
∏
Xi . Note that these differ from their counterparts in [V 3]:
the first two sums are taken over a smaller set of pairs of indices, in line with [F].
Adding all pairs of indices is possible, but more complicated.
As in [V 3], these definitions extend by homogeneity to tuples s of positive rational
numbers: let a be the lowest common denominator and let Ws = Was , πs = πas ,
Lǫ,s = a
−2Lǫ,as , and Mǫ,s = a
−2Mǫ,as .
The natural injection of ([V 3], 3.6) carries over to this case: for any positive
integer d canceling all denominators of s and ǫ , we have
(3.6.8) O(dLǫ,s) →֒ O(dMǫ,s) .
With these choices, the overall strategy is the same as in ([V 3], Sect. 4), except
that there is no set Z . As in op. cit., we let h(Xi) denote the height of the closed
subvariety X i of A , taken relative to the ample line sheaf L . We omit the subscript L
since heights of subvarieties will not be taken relative to any other line sheaf (for points,
however, we will retain the subscript since heights of points will be taken relative to
other line sheaves).
The strategy is to choose P1, . . . , Pn ∈ S satisfying the following conditions:
(3.6.9.1). hL(P1) ≥ c1 .
(3.6.9.2). hL(Pi+1)/hL(Pi) ≥ c2 ≥ 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n− 1 .
(3.6.9.3). P1, . . . , Pn all point in roughly the same direction in A(RS)⊗Z R , up to
a factor 1− ǫ1 : see ([V 3], 13.2 and 13.3).
The main part of the proof involves closed subvarieties X1, . . . ,Xn of A . We start
with X1 = · · · = Xn = A and successively find collections with
∑
dimXi strictly
smaller. At each stage, X1, . . . ,Xn are assumed to satisfy the following conditions:
(3.6.10.1). Each Xi contains Pi .
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(3.6.10.2). Each Xi is geometrically irreducible and defined over k .
(3.6.10.3). The degrees degX i satisfy degX i ≤ c3 .
(3.6.10.4). The heights h(Xi) will be bounded by the formula
n∑
i=1
h(Xi)
hL(Pi)
≤ c4
n∑
i=1
1
hL(Pi)
.
Eventually, this inductive process reaches the point where some Xj is zero dimensional;
i.e., Xj = Pj . When that happens, by (3.6.10.4),
1 =
h(Xj)
hL(Pj)
≤
n∑
i=1
h(Xi)
hL(Pi)
≤ c4
n∑
i=1
1
hL(Pi)
≤
c4n
hL(P1)
.
This contradicts (3.6.9.1) if c1 > c4n .
Here and throughout the proof, constants c and ci depend only on A , D , n , k ,
S , L , and sometimes the tuple (dimX1, . . . ,dimXn) , but not on Pi , Xi , or s . The
value of c may change from line to line. A precise logical statement of the inductive
step appears at the end of ([V 3], Sect. 4).
For i = 1, . . . , n let si be rational numbers close to 1
/√
hL(Pi) and let d be a
large sufficiently divisible integer. Let V be the model for
∏
Xi constructed in ([V 3],
Sect. 10); briefly, this is a model just large enough to extend the definition of Mǫ,s .
Let Γδ
(∏
Xi, dMǫ,s
)
denote the submodule of Γ
(∏
Xi, dMǫ,s
)
consisting of sections
having index ≥ δ along D × · · · ×D , relative to multiplicities ds21, . . . , ds
2
n . Also let
h0δ
(∏
Xi, dMǫ,s
)
denote the rank of this module. We start by obtaining two estimates
for some ranks. Except for notation, this follows [F].
Lemma 3.6.11. If d is sufficiently divisible, then
(3.6.11.1) h0(Ws, dLǫ,s) ≥ ǫ
dimX1
∏
i
(ds2i )
dimXi ·
degXi
(dimXi)!
− o
(
d
∑
dimXi
)
where the implicit constant in o( ) is independent of d .
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Proof. By homogeneity, we may assume that s1, . . . , sn are all integers. We have
(
(s21 pr
∗
1 L)
dimX1
·
n∏
i=2
(
(si−1 · pri−1−si · pri)
∗ρ∗L0 + (s
2
i−1 · pri−1−s
2
i · pri)
∗L1
)dimXi)
= s2 dimX11 (degX1)
(
(s22 pr
∗
2 L)
dimX2
·
n∏
i=3
(
(si−1 · pri−1−si · pri)
∗ρ∗L0 + (s
2
i−1 · pri−1−s
2
i · pri)
∗L1
)dimXi)
= · · · =
n∏
i=1
s2 dimXii (degXi) .
(3.6.11.2)
Since each of the terms (si−1 · pri−1−si · pri)
∗ρ∗L0 , (s
2
i−1 · pri−1−s
2
i · pri)
∗L1 , and
s2i pr
∗
i L in the definition (3.6.6) of Lǫ,s is nef, (3.6.11.2) gives
(3.6.11.3)
(
L
∑
dimXi
ǫ,s
)
≥ ǫdimX1
( ∑
dimXi
dimX1 . . . dimXn
) n∏
i=1
s2 dimXii (degXi) .
Here the symbol in parentheses on the right denotes a multinomial coefficient. By
([V 3], Lemma 6.1), Lǫ,s is ample. Hence, if d is sufficiently large then all the higher
cohomology groups vanish, giving
h0(Ws, dLǫ,s) =
(
(dLǫ,s)
∑
dimXi
)
(
∑
dimXi)!
+ o
(
d
∑
dimXi
)
.
Combining this with (3.6.11.3) gives (3.6.11.1). 
Lemma 3.6.12. Let Γ(V , dMǫ,s) , Γ(Ws, dLǫ,s) , and Γδ
(∏
Xi, dMǫ,s
)
be identified
with submodules of Γ(Ws, dπ
∗
s
Mǫ,s) via π
∗
s
and (3.6.8). Then there is a constant
c > 0 , depending only on A , D , L , ℓ , ǫ , dimX1, . . . ,dimXn , and the bounds
on degX1, . . . ,degXn , such that if d is sufficiently large and divisible then the
rank of the R-module
(3.6.12.1) Γ(V , dMǫ,s) ∩ Γ(Ws, dLǫ,s) ∩ Γδ
(∏
Xi, dMǫ,s
)
is bounded from below by ch0(Ws, dLǫ,s) .
Proof. Let Yi = D ∩Xi . We first show that the upper bound
(3.6.12.2)
h0
(∏
Xi, dMǫ,s
)
− h0δ
(∏
X i, dMǫ,s
)
≤
δn
n!
∏
i
ds2i ·
∏
i
(5ds2i )
dimYi ·
deg Yi
(dimYi)!
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holds. Let L′ = (4 + ǫ)ρ∗L0 + (2 + ǫ)L1 ≤ 5L . As noted in [F], it suffices to prove the
inequality
h0
(∏
Yi,
∑
ds2i pr
∗
i L
′ −
∑
ei pr
∗
i D
)
≤ h0
(∏
Yi,
∑
ds2i pr
∗
i L
′
)
for all tuples (e1, . . . , en) ∈ N
n satisfying e1/ds
2
1+· · ·+en/ds
2
n ≤ δ . (Here N = {0, 1, 2,
. . . } .) This follows from the facts that a translate of D is algebraically equivalent to
an effective divisor on Yi , and that L
′ is ample.
Then, (3.6.5), (3.6.11.1), (3.6.12.2), and the inequality deg Yi ≤ ℓ degXi imply
that the rank of the module (3.6.12.1) is bounded from below by ch0(Ws, dLǫ,s) for
some c > 0 . 
Next we put three metrics on O(Mǫ,s) . First, fix a metric on O(L0) whose
curvature is translation invariant. For m = 1, . . . , µ let [0]m and [∞]m be the divisors
on A corresponding to the divisors pr∗m[0] and pr
∗
m[∞] , respectively, on (P
1)µ . Then
L1 =
∑µ
i=1([0]m+[∞]m) . By ([V 3], Prop. 2.6) at all places v there are Weil functions
λm,v for [0]m − [∞]m satisfying
λm,v(P +Q) = λm,v(P ) + λm,v(Q) for all P,Q ∈ A(Cv) .
(Here Cv denotes the completion of the algebraic closure of the completion kv of k
at v ; it is algebraically closed.) These can be used as in ([V 3], 2.8) to define smooth
metrics on O(L1) . This defines a smooth metric ‖ · ‖v on O(Mǫ,s) via the expression
(3.6.7). Next, for each v ∈ S let ‖ · ‖′v be the singular metric constructed in ([V 3],
10.5–10.6), so that ‖ · ‖′v is equivalent to the metric on O(dLǫ,s) via the embedding
(3.6.8). Finally, let
(3.6.13) ‖γ‖′′v =
‖γ‖v∑
exp(−δds2i pr
∗
i λD,v)
.
If a section has index ≥ δ at D× · · · ×D , then this singular metric remains bounded;
one may take this as a definition of the index at D × · · · ×D . Note that the singular
metrics ‖ · ‖′ and ‖ · ‖′′ are of the form ([V 3], 10.5); therefore ([V 3], Lemma 11.2)
applies.
Note also that we take the intersection in (3.6.12.1) instead of combining ‖·‖′ and
‖ · ‖′′ ; this is because of problems at infinity as illustrated in the examples in Sect. 1.
This is why (3.6.2) is necessary.
As in ([V 3], Thm. 12.4 and Remark 12.6), we obtain a small section:
Theorem 3.6.14. For all tuples s = (s1, . . . , sn) of positive rational numbers and for
all sufficiently large (and divisible) d (depending on s ), there exists a section
γ ∈ Γ(V , dMǫ,s) such that ‖γ‖
′ and ‖γ‖′′ are bounded and such that the in-
equality
(3.6.14.1)
∏
v|∞
‖γ‖sup,v ≤ exp
(
cd
n∑
i=1
s2i
)
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holds. Here the constant c is independent of s and d .
Proof. This proof is a matter of obtaining bounds for volumes of various lattices in the
diagram
0→ Γ(V , dMǫ,s) −−−−→ Γ
(
V , d
∑
s2i pr
∗
i L
′
)a
−−−−→ Γ
(
V , d
∑
s2i pr
∗
i L
′′
)b
∪ ∪
Γ′(V , dMǫ,s) −−−−→ Γ
′
(
V , d
∑
s2i pr
∗
i L
′
)a
∪ ∪
Γ′′(V , dMǫ,s) −−−−→ Γ
′′
(
V , d
∑
s2i pr
∗
i L
′
)a
.
This is as in [V 3]: the top row is the Faltings complex, with
L′ = 4ρ∗L0 + 2L1 + ǫL
and
L′′ = 8ρ∗L0 + 2L1 + ǫL ;
the symbols Γ′ in the middle row denote the submodules of sections γ for which ‖γ‖′
is bounded; and the symbols Γ′′ in the bottom row denote the submodules of sections
γ for which both ‖γ‖′ and ‖γ‖′′ are bounded.
The proof is exactly the same as in [V 3], except that the fifth paragraph is
repeated because of the extra row in the above diagram. 
By (3.6.13), ([V 3], Prop. 10.10), (3.6.10.4), (3.6.1), and the choice of the si , we
have
‖γ(P1, . . . , Pn)‖w = ‖γ(P1, . . . , Pn)‖
′′
w
n∑
i=1
exp(−δds2i λD,w(Pi))
≤ ‖γ‖′′sup,w · n max
1≤i≤n
exp(−δds2iλD,w(Pi))
≤ ‖γ‖sup,w · exp(−δdκ) · exp
(
cd
n∑
i=1
s2i
)
and therefore
(3.6.15) − log ‖γ(P1, . . . , Pn)‖w ≥ − log ‖γ‖sup,w + dκδ − cd
n∑
i=1
s2i .
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Likewise, letting αvmi = exp(− pr
∗
i λm,v) and applying ([V 3], (10.6) and Prop. 10.10)
to ‖ · ‖′ gives
− log ‖γ(P1, . . . , Pn)‖v
≥ − log ‖γ‖sup,v +
µ∑
m=1
n∑
i=2
− log
(
α
ds2i−1
vm,i−1 + α
ds2i
vmi
)2
(
1 + α
ds2i−1
vm,i−1
)2(
1 + α
ds2
i
vmi
)2 − cd n∑
i=1
s2i
(3.6.16)
for all v ∈ S ; cf. ([V 3], Prop. 12.5). If the Pi are chosen so that ([V 3], 13.5) holds,
then by ([V 3], 13.7) we have
ds21hL1(P1) + 2
n−1∑
i=2
ds2ihL1(Pi) + ds
2
nhL1(Pn)
≤
1
[k : Q]
∑
v∈S
µ∑
m=1
n∑
i=2
− log
(
α
ds2i−1
vm,i−1 + α
ds2i
vmi
)2
(
1 + α
ds2i−1
vm,i−1
)2(
1 + α
ds2
i
vmi
)2
+ d(n− 1)ǫ1 + cd
n∑
i=1
s2i .
(3.6.17)
But also, choosing P1, . . . , Pn so that (3.6.2) holds for sufficiently small η , we have
(3.6.18)
1
[k : Q]
µ∑
m=1
n∑
i=2
− log
(
α
ds2i−1
wm,i−1 + α
ds2i
wmi
)2
(
1 + α
ds2
i−1
wm,i−1
)2(
1 + α
ds2
i
wmi
)2 ≤ dǫ2
for some ǫ2 > 0 depending only on η , µ , n , and [k : Q] . Adding (3.6.16) for
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v ∈ S \ {w} to (3.6.15) and applying (3.6.14.1), (3.6.18), and (3.6.17) then gives
1
[k : Q]
∑
v∈S
− log ‖γ(P1, . . . , Pn)‖v
≥
1
[k : Q]
 ∑
v∈S\{w}
µ∑
m=1
n∑
i=2
− log
(
α
ds2i−1
wm,i−1 + α
ds2i
wmi
)2
(
1 + α
ds2i−1
wm,i−1
)2(
1 + α
ds2
i
wmi
)2 + dκδ

+
1
[k : Q]
∑
v∈S
− log ‖γ‖sup,v − cd
n∑
i=1
s2i
≥
1
[k : Q]
∑
v∈S
µ∑
m=1
n∑
i=2
− log
(
α
ds2i−1
wm,i−1 + α
ds2i
wmi
)2
(
1 + α
ds2
i−1
wm,i−1
)2(
1 + α
ds2i
wmi
)2 + dκδ

− dǫ2 − cd
n∑
i=1
s2i
≥ d
(
κδ
[k : Q]
− (n− 1)ǫ1 − ǫ2 + s
2
1hL1(P1) + 2
n−1∑
i=2
s2ihL1(Pi) + s
2
nhL1(Pn)
)
− cd
∑
s2i .
On the other hand, as in ([V 3], 13.6), for suitably chosen P1, . . . , Pn , we have
1
[k : Q]
degMǫ,s
∣∣
E
≤ (n−1)ǫ1+nǫ+s
2
1hL1(P1)+2
n−1∑
i=2
s2ihL1(Pi)+s
2
nhL1(Pn)+ c
∑
s2i
on the arithmetic curve E corresponding to (P1, . . . , Pn) .
Combining these two inequalities gives
1
[k : Q]
∑
v/∈S
− log
∥∥γ∣∣
E
∥∥
v
≤ d
(
nǫ−
κδ
[k : Q]
+ 2(n − 1)ǫ1 + ǫ2
)
+ cd
∑
s2i .
By (3.6.4) this gives a negative upper bound if ǫ1 and ǫ2 are sufficiently small, lead-
ing to a positive lower bound for the index of γ at (P1, . . . , Pn) (with multiplicities
ds21, . . . , ds
2
n ). The argument then concludes by applying the product theorem in the
usual way, as in ([V 2], Sect. 18). 
§4. Proof of Theorem 0.2
This section uses the notation given in the introduction of the paper.
First, we may assume that the Ueno fibration is trivial. This is because the theorem
is preserved under pulling back by quotient morphisms. We may enlarge k so that the
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toric part of A splits; i.e., the exact sequence (0.1) holds already over k . Finally, it
will suffice to assume that V (RS) is Zariski-dense and obtain a contradiction. To see
this, apply Theorem 0.3 to any irreducible component of the closure of V (RS) and
then proceed by induction on the dimension.
Let A , π : A˜ → A , D , and D˜ be as in Theorem 2.4. For v ∈ S let λD˜,v be a
Weil function for D˜ on A˜ . Then there exist w ∈ S and κ0 > 0 such that
λD˜,w(P˜ ) ≥ κ0hD˜(P˜ )
for all P˜ ∈ A˜ corresponding to elements P ∈ S0 , where S0 ⊆ V (RS) is Zariski-dense
in A . We now claim that, after shrinking to a possibly smaller S ⊆ S0 , the inequality
(4.1) λD˜,w(P˜ ) ≥ κhD(P )
holds as well. If not, then by (2.4.1) hF (P˜ ) ≥ κhD(P ) for some κ > 0 . But since
π(SuppF ) is contained in SuppD , we have hF (P˜ ) =
∑
v∈S λF,v(P˜ )+O(1) and there-
fore
λF,w(P˜ ) ≥ κhD(P )
for some κ > 0 and some w ∈ S (after shrinking S ). Pushing down to A0 then
gives an inequality which contradicts Theorem 3.6 in the case where µ = 0 (which is
also ([F], Thm. 2)). Thus (4.1) holds.
For A-orbits T 6= A of A let T be the closure and let λT ,w be some logarithmic
distance function for T . Choose an orbit T of minimal dimension such that
λT ,w(P ) ≥ ηhD(P )
for some η > 0 and for all P in some Zariski-dense subset S ′ of S . If there is no
such orbit then let T = A .
Let p : A → T be the restriction to A of the equivariant projection defined in
Proposition 2.5. Let T˜ = π−1(T ) ; then p lifts to a morphism p˜ : π−1(A)→ T˜ . Points
p˜(P˜ ) for P˜ ∈ A˜ lying over P ∈ S ′ approach D˜ ∩ T˜ as in (3.6.1): for a suitable
κ′ > 0 , we have
(4.2) λD˜,w(p˜(P˜ )) ≥ κ
′hD(P ) .
But also, by Proposition 2.3, there is a constant c1 > 0 such that
hD(P ) ≥ c1hD(p(P )) +O(1)
for all P ∈ S . We may therefore replace hD(P ) in (4.2) with hD(p(P )) . This
gives (3.6.1) for p(S ′) on T , since λD˜,w is a generalized Weil function on T . The
condition (3.6.2) also holds, by minimality of the choice of T , and by (3.5). This leads
to a contradiction, by Theorem 3.6 applied to T . 
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§5. Some additional geometry
The similarity between the conclusions of Theorems 0.2 and 0.3 suggests that some of
the results traditionally proved for closed subvarieties of semiabelian varieties could be
proved for closed subvarieties minus divisors, too. This section generalizes results of
Ueno and Fujita on the logarithmic Kodaira dimension of such varieties.
Unless otherwise specified, all varieties are over an algebraically closed
field k of characteristic zero.
Many of these results probably extend to positive characteristic, but additional
work would be needed due to the unavailability of resolution of singularities in positive
characteristic.
For general references on group varieties, see Rosenlicht [R]; for other references
on closed subvarieties of semiabelian varieties, see Abramovich [A].
Theorem 5.1. Let k be any field, let X be a complete nonsingular variety over k , and
let D be a divisor on X . Suppose that H0(X,mD) 6= 0 for some m ∈ Z>0 . Let
m0 be the index of the subgroup of Z generated by all such m . Then there exist
constants c2 ≥ c1 > 0 and an integer κ with 0 ≤ κ ≤ dimX such that
c1m
κ ≤ h0(X,mm0D) ≤ c2m
κ
for all sufficiently large m .
Proof. See ([I 3], Thm. 10.2). 
Definition 5.2. Let k be any field and let X be a complete nonsingular variety over
k .
(a). Let D be a divisor on X . The D-dimension of X , denoted κ(X,D) , is
the number κ in Theorem 5.1 if D satisfies the conditions of that theorem;
otherwise it is −∞ .
(b). Let L be a line sheaf on X . Then the L -dimension of X , denoted
κ(X,L ) , is defined to be κ(X,D) for any divisor D on X such that
L ∼= O(D) .
(c). A divisor D (resp. line sheaf L ) on X is big if κ(X,D) (resp. κ(X,L ) )
equals dimX .
A divisor D on X is big if and only if h0(X,mD) ≫ mdimX for all sufficiently
large and divisible integers m .
Definition 5.3. Let V be a nonsingular quasi-projective variety.
(a). A smooth completion of V is an open immersion V →֒ X into a nonsingular
projective variety X such that D := X \ V is a normal crossings divisor
(taken with all multiplicities equal to one). Such a smooth completion will
often be denoted by a pair (X,D) .
(b). The logarithmic canonical divisor of V on X is K(X,D) := KX + D . If
(X,D) is clear from the context, then it may be denoted KV and called
simply the logarithmic canonical divisor of V .
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(c). The logarithmic Kodaira dimension of V is the number κ(X,K(X,D)) ; by
([I 3], Thm. 11.2) it depends only on V . It is denoted κ¯(V ) .
(d). We say that V is of logarithmic general type if κ¯(V ) = dimV ; i.e., if KV
is big.
(e). Let π : V →W be a morphism to a nonsingular quasi-projective variety W ,
let V →֒ X and W →֒ Y be smooth completions such that π extends to a
morphism π¯ : X → Y , and let KV and KW be the logarithmic canonical
divisors of V and W , respectively. Then the relative logarithmic canonical
divisor of V over W with respect to π¯ is KV/W := KV − π¯
∗KW . Again,
mention of π¯ may be omitted if it is clear from the context.
The first result of this section is that if a closed subvariety of a semiabelian variety,
minus a divisor, has trivial Ueno fibration, then it is of logarithmic general type. For
closed subvarieties this was proved by Iitaka [I 1] and [I 2]; the proof here is an easy
adaptation of that proof. Since Iitaka’s exposition often leaves out details, however,
we provide a more complete proof here. This also provides the opportunity to change
the proof a little, by replacing a cardinality argument with an argument on the field of
definition of a group subvariety.
The first step in the proof consists of proving it in the special case when the closed
subvariety is the whole semiabelian variety; in other words, a semiabelian minus a
divisor D with B(D) = 0 has logarithmic general type. In the end of the paper [I 2],
Iitaka remarks that this was proved by T. Fujita, but I have been unable to find a
reference. Therefore, we give a proof here, adapting a proof of Mumford ([Mu], §6, pp.
60–61) for part of the way.
Lemma 5.4.
(a). Let G be a toric smooth completion of Gµm . Then the logarithmic canonical
divisor of Gµm on G is trivial, and the isomorphism between the canonical
line sheaf and the trivial line sheaf on G is translation invariant.
(b). Let D be an effective divisor on Gµm with trivial Ueno fibration. Then there
exists a toric smooth completion G of Gµm , such that the closure D of D
in G does not contain any Gµm-orbit of G .
Proof. A nonsingular toric variety G with principal orbit Gµm can be described by giv-
ing an open cover in which each open subset is isomorphic to Aµ , and the action of Gµm
is by monomials. Therefore, the divisor G\Gµm is a normal crossings divisor (and hence
G is a smooth completion of Gµm ). Also, the differential µ-form dx1/x1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµ/xµ
is a generator on this open subset for the canonical line sheaf of Gµm on G . This gen-
erator is translation invariant, and is a nonzero constant multiple of the corresponding
generator over any other such open subset. This proves part (a).
For the proof of (b) we first recall some definitions from the theory of toric varieties.
A fan is a finite set Σ of polyhedral cones in Rµ such that every σ ∈ Σ is a closed,
rational, polyhedral cone not containing any nontrivial linear subspace; all faces of all
σ ∈ Σ also lie in Σ ; and for all σ, σ′ ∈ Σ , σ ∩ σ′ is a face of σ and of σ′ . A
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barycentric subdivision of Σ associated to a rational ray λ is the fan Σ′ consisting
of all cones in Σ not containing λ , plus the convex hulls of λ with each face of each
σ ∈ Σ containing λ .
By Lemma 2.4.2 there exists an equivariant completion G1 of G
µ
m such that the
closure D1 of D in G1 is Cartier and ample. This is a toric variety. Moreover, D1
does not contain any orbit of G1 .
By ([D], 8.1), G1 can be desingularized by applying a finite sequence of barycentric
subdivisions to the corresponding fan Σ . Consider one such barycentric subdivision:
let λ be a rational ray, and let φ : X ′ → X be the corresponding morphism of toric
varieties. Orbits in X ′ map onto orbits in X , so if the closure DX of D in X does
not contain any orbit in its support, then the same is true of the closure DX′ of D
in X ′ . In particular, this applies to the exceptional set of φ , which is the closure of
the orbit corresponding to the ray λ . Thus DX and DX′ are related by pull-back of
Cartier divisors: DX′ = φ
∗DX .
Let φ : G→ G1 be the desingularization corresponding to the composite of these
barycentric subdivisions. By induction, the closure D of D in G does not contain
any orbit under the action of Gµm . Moreover, G is a toric nonsingular equivariant
completion of Gµm . Thus part (b) holds. 
Corollary 5.5. Let ρ : X → Y be a fiber bundle with fiber Gµm , where X and Y are
varieties, and let D be an effective divisor on X with B(Gµm,D) = 0 . Then
there exists a toric smooth completion G of Gµm such that the closure D of D
in the corresponding (relative) completion X of X does not contain any subset
corresponding to a Gµm-orbit of G .
Proof. Applying Lemma 5.4b to the generic fiber of ρ gives a toric smooth completion
Gη of G
µ
m over the generic point η of Y . Since toric varieties are defined by discrete
data, Gη is of the form G×k η for some toric smooth completion G of G
µ
m over k .
This is the desired G . 
Lemma 5.6. Let π : X → Y be a fiber bundle with fiber B , where X and Y are
nonsingular varieties and B is a semiabelian variety. Assume that there exists a
smooth completion (Y ,E) of Y such that π extends to a fiber bundle over Y .
Then there exists a smooth completion (X,D) of X such that π extends to a
fiber bundle π¯ : X → Y , and such that KX +D = π¯
∗(KY + E) . Consequently,
κ¯(X) = κ¯(Y ) . Moreover, π¯ can be constructed so that its fiber is an equivariant
completion of B corresponding to a toric smooth completion of the toric part of
B .
Proof. We first claim that if A is a semiabelian variety, if A is an equivariant comple-
tion as in Lemma 2.2 with G a toric smooth completion of Gµm , and if D = A\A , then
K(A,D) is trivial, and the isomorphism O(K(A,D))
∼= OA commutes with translation.
If A is an abelian variety, then this is classical, since in fact Ω1A/k
∼= OdimAA and that
isomorphism commutes with translation. If A = Gµm , then this follows from Lemma
5.4a. In general, we have ρ−1(U) ∼= U × Gµm , so Kρ−1(U)/U = 0 for open U ⊆ A0
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in an open covering of A0 , and the transition functions between these isomorphisms
consist of translations on Gµm , so the isomorphisms Kρ−1(U)/U = 0 patch together to
give us KA/A0 = 0 . This isomorphism is invariant under translations by A , since the
same is true on suitable open subsets of the sets ρ−1(U) .
To prove the lemma itself, let (Y ,E) be as assumed, and let B be an equi-
variant completion of B as above. This determines a smooth B-equivariant com-
pletion (X,D) of X , as in Lemma 2.2. As before, a patching argument then gives
KX +D = π¯
∗(KY + E) . The assertion κ¯(X) = κ¯(Y ) follows immediately from this.

Lemma 5.7. Let A be a semiabelian variety and let B be a semiabelian subvariety.
Then there exist equivariant completions of A and A/B such that the canonical
map A→ A/B extends to a morphism between the completions.
Proof. As usual, let ρ : A → A0 be the maximal abelian quotient of A0 . Choose an
isomorphism Ker ρ ∼= Gµm such that the first µ(B) factors correspond to the maximal
torus in B . One can then use the completion A corresponding to the completion
Gµm →֒ (P
1)µ . 
Lemma 5.8 (Theorem of the Square). Let A be a semiabelian variety and let A be
an equivariant completion of A corresponding to a nonsingular toric equivariant
completion of Gµm (in the notation of (0.4)). For x ∈ A let Tx : A → A denote
translation by x . Then for all line sheaves L on A and all x, y ∈ A(k) ,
L ⊗ T ∗x+yL
∼= T ∗xL ⊗ T
∗
yL .
Proof. Let G be the equivariant completion of Gµm mentioned above. Then (since all
divisors on Gµm are principal) every divisor on G is linearly equivalent to a divisor
supported on closures of orbits. Therefore L ∼= O(D1 + ρ
∗D2) , where D1 is a divisor
supported only on subsets of A corresponding to orbits of G , and D2 is a divisor on
A0 . The lemma then follows, since D1 is invariant under translation, and since the
theorem of the square holds on A0 . 
The following is an adaptation of a result proved by Mumford for abelian varieties;
cf. ([Mu], §6, pp. 60–61).
Lemma 5.9. Let A be a semiabelian variety, let D be an effective divisor on A , and
let A be an equivariant completion of A corresponding to a completion G of Gµm
satisfying the conditions of Corollary 5.5. Let D be the closure of D in A . Then
(a). the linear system |2D| is base-point free;
(b). if B(D) = 0 , then the morphism A → PN induced by |2D| is generically
finite; and
(c). if B(D) = 0 , then D is big.
Proof. Lemma 5.8 implies that T ∗xD + T
∗
−xD ∼ 2D for all x ∈ A(k) , so given any
P ∈ A it suffices to find x ∈ A(k) such that P ± x /∈ SuppD . For suitably generic
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choices of x , SuppD does not contain any orbit of Gµm in the fiber of ρ containing
P +x or P −x . This condition depends only on ρ(x) . The condition P ±x /∈ SuppD
is then satisfied for a generic choice of x within such a fiber. This proves (a).
Now suppose B(D) = 0 , and let φ be a morphism A→ PN induced by |2D| . If
φ is not generically finite, then there is an integral curve C in A , meeting A , such
that φ(C) is a point. Then for all x , Supp
(
T ∗xD + T
∗
−xD
)
either contains C , or is
disjoint from C . In particular, it is disjoint from C for almost all x . Hence the same
is true of SuppT ∗xD , and of T
∗
xD0 for all irreducible components D0 of D .
We now claim that all such components D0 are invariant under translation by
x2 − x1 for all x1, x2 ∈ C ∩ A . Indeed, since all divisors T
∗
xD0 are algebraically
equivalent, their restrictions to C must have the same degree, which must be zero
since C is usually disjoint from T ∗xD0 . Let x1, x2 ∈ C ∩ A and y ∈ D0 . Then
x1 ∈ T
∗
y−x1D0 , so also x2 ∈ T
∗
y−x1D0 , and therefore y ∈ T
∗
x2−x1D0 . This holds for all
y ∈ D0 , so D0 ⊆ T
∗
x2−x1D0 . By symmetry they are equal, thus proving the claim.
But now it follows that D is invariant under translation by x2 − x1 for all
x1, x2 ∈ C ∩ A , contradicting the assumption that B(D) = 0 . Thus φ is generi-
cally finite.
Finally, D is big, because 2D is the pull-back of a hyperplane via the generically
finite morphism φ . 
Lemma 5.10. Let V be a nonsingular quasi-projective variety and let X be a smooth
completion of V . Let D be an effective divisor on X , all of whose irreducible
components meet V . Assume also that SuppD does not contain any irreducible
local intersection of components of X \V . Then there exists a smooth completion
X ′ of V \D admitting a morphism π : X ′ → X such that the relative logarith-
mic canonical divisor of π−1(V \ D) over V is effective, with support equal to
π−1(SuppD) .
Proof. Let F be the divisor X \V (with all multiplicities equal to one). By Hironaka’s
resolution of singularities ([Hi], pp. 142–143, Main Theorem II) there exists a sequence
Xr → Xr−1 → · · · → X0 = X of blowings-up such that
(1). πi+1 : Xi+1 → Xi is the blowing-up of an irreducible nonsingular subvariety
Ci which has normal crossings with Ei ∪ Fi , where Fi is the inverse image
of F in Xi , and Ei is the exceptional set of the morphism π1 ◦ · · · ◦ πi ;
(2). Ci is contained in the strict transform of D for all i ; and
(3). The strict transform of D in Xr is nonsingular and has normal crossings
with Er ∪ Fr .
We claim that for all i the relative logarithmic canonical divisor of Xi \ (Ei ∪Fi)
over X \ F is an effective divisor whose support equals Ei . This will be proved by
induction. It is trivial if i = 0 . Assume it is true for i . We may assume that Ci is not
a divisor. If Ci is not locally an intersection of components of Ei∪Fi , then the relative
logarithmic canonical divisor of Xi+1 \ (Ei+1 ∪ Fi+1) over Xi \ (Ei ∪ Fi) is effective,
with support equal to the exceptional divisor of πi+1 , so the inductive hypothesis is
true for i + 1 . If, on the other hand, Ci is locally an intersection of components of
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Ei ∪ Fi , then at least one of these local components must be a component of Ei , for
otherwise π1 ◦ · · · ◦πi would be e´tale in a neighborhood of the generic point of Ci , and
(π1 ◦ · · · ◦ πi)(Ci) would be a local intersection of components of F , contradicting the
assumption on SuppD . Thus, in this case, the relative logarithmic canonical divisor of
Xi+1 \ (Ei+1∪Fi+1) over Xi \ (Ei∪Fi) is zero, and Ei+1 = π
−1
i+1(Ei) , so the inductive
hypothesis is again satisfied.
In particular, this claim holds for i = r . Let π : Xr → X be the composition
π1 ◦ · · · ◦ πr . Then the relative logarithmic canonical divisor of
Xr \ (Er ∪ Fr ∪ π
−1(SuppD)) = π−1(V \D)
over V is an effective divisor whose support equals π−1(SuppD) . 
Finally, we can now prove Fujita’s result.
Lemma 5.11. Let A be a semiabelian variety, and let D be an effective divisor on A
with B(D) = 0 . Then A \D is of logarithmic general type.
Proof. By Lemmas 5.4 and 5.9, there exists a toric smooth completion A of A such
that the closure D of D is big, and such that D does not contain any local intersection
of components of A \ A . By Lemma 5.10, there exists a proper birational morphism
π : A˜ → A such that A˜ is a smooth completion of A \D and such that the relative
logarithmic canonical divisor of π−1(A \D) (in A˜ ) over A is effective, with support
equal to π−1(SuppD) . In particular, it is big. But, by Lemma 5.6 with Y equal to
a point, the logarithmic canonical divisor of A (in A ) is zero; hence the logarithmic
canonical divisor of A \D (on A˜ ) is big. Thus A \D is of logarithmic general type.

Corollary 5.12 (Fujita). Let D be an effective divisor on a semiabelian variety A .
Then κ¯(A \D) ≥ 0 , with equality if and only if D = 0 .
Proof. Let A′ = A/B(D) and D′ = D/B(D) . By Lemma 5.11, κ¯(A′ \D′) = dimA′ .
By Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, κ¯(A \D) = κ¯(A′ \D′) . Thus κ¯(A \D) ≥ 0 , with equality if
and only if B(D) = A . The latter condition holds if and only if D = 0 . 
Lemma 5.13. Let k be any field (of any characteristic, not necessarily algebraically
closed). Let A be a semiabelian variety over k , with maximal abelian quotient
ρ : A → A0 . Let S be a geometrically integral scheme over k with S(k) 6= ∅ ,
and let B be a reduced closed subscheme of A×k S . Assume that B is a group
subscheme of the group scheme A×k S over S , that B is smooth over S , that
the restriction of the map ρ(S) : A×k S → A0 ×k S to B is smooth, and that B
is geometrically connected over k . Then there is a group subvariety B of A such
that B = B ×k S . (Cf. ([Mi], Prop. 20.3).)
Proof. Pick s ∈ S(k) , and let B = Bs . Since B is reduced, it is sufficient to show that
B×k k¯ = B×k S×k k¯ , set-theoretically. Hence we may assume that k is algebraically
closed.
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Let K be the function field of S . The image of ρ(K)
∣∣
BK
: BK → A0 ×k K is
a connected group subvariety; hence an abelian subvariety; by ([Mi], Cor. 20.4) it is
of the form B0 ×k K for some abelian subvariety B0 of A0 . By smoothness and
dimensionality considerations, ρ(S) maps B onto B0 ×k S . By shrinking A , we may
therefore assume that B0 = A0 .
Now consider the group CK := Ker ρ(S) ∩BK . It is a subgroup of an algebraic
torus; hence by ([B], 8.5 and 8.4 Corollary), it is a diagonalizable group. Let K ′ be a
finite extension of K over which CK splits, and let S
′ be a corresponding generically
finite cover of S . Then, by ([B], 8.7), CK ×K K
′ is of the form F × Gµm , where F
is a finite group and µ ∈ N . Hence there exists a diagonalizable group C over k and
a nonempty open subgroup U of S′ such that the closure of BK ×K K
′ in B ×S U
is U -isomorphic to C ×k U . By rigidity ([B], 8.10), it follows that the induced map
C ×k U → A factors through the projection onto the first factor; hence we may regard
C as a subgroup of A . Since B is closed, it follows that B ⊇ C ×k S .
After replacing A with A/C and B with its image in (A/C)×kS , we may assume
that B is generically finite over A0 ×k S , of degree 1 . Since B is also reduced, it
corresponds to a (reduced) rational point on the generic fiber of ρ(S)
∣∣
B
, hence B is
the closure of the image of a rational section σ : U → A ×k S , where U is an open
dense subset of A0 ×k S . Translating by closed points of A0 and using the fact that
B is a group subscheme, we see that U is of the form A0 ×k V for some open dense
subset V ⊆ S (and that σ is a homomorphism of V -group schemes). Thus B is a
family of regular sections of ρ : A→ A0 , parametrized by V . But ρ : A→ A0 admits
at most one regular section passing through the group identity of A , since the ratio of
any two such sections is a regular map A0 → G
µ(A)
m . Thus B ∩ (A ×k V ) = B
′ ×k V
for some B′ ⊆ A . Since B is closed, it follows that B ⊇ B′×kS . Since all irreducible
components of B dominate A0 ×k S , we have B = B
′ ×k S . Finally, B
′ = Bs = B ,
and we are done. 
Recall that a regular field extension is a field extension K/k such that K is
linearly disjoint from k¯ over k ; equivalently (in characteristic zero), k is algebraically
closed in K .
Lemma 5.14. Let k be any field, let K/k be a regular field extension, let A be a
geometrically integral semiabelian variety over k , and let B be a geometrically
integral group subvariety of AK := A×kK . Then there exists a group subvariety
Bk of A such that B = Bk ×A AK .
Proof. This lemma is already known when A is an abelian variety: see ([Mi], Cor. 20.4).
The proof here is essentially the same proof, using the stronger Lemma 5.13.
Let S be a variety over k with K(S) = K . Since K/k is regular, S is geometri-
cally integral. Let B be the closure of B in A×k S . After replacing S with an open
subvariety, we may assume that B is smooth over S , that ρ(S)
∣∣
B
: B → A0 ×k S is
smooth, and that the morphisms SpecK → B , B → B , and B×KB → B expressing
the group structure of B extend to morphisms S → B , etc. This latter condition
ensures that B is a group subscheme of A×k S .
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By ([R], p. 412), there is a finite separable extension k′ of k such that S(k′) 6= ∅ .
We may assume that k′ is Galois over k . After base change to k′ , Lemma 5.13 implies
the existence of Bk′ ⊆ A ×k k
′ such that B ×K Kk
′ = Bk′ ×k′ Kk
′ (as subvarieties
of A ×k Kk
′ ). This equality determines Bk′ uniquely; hence it is invariant under
Gal(k′/k) . By descent (see, for example, ([Se 1], V.20)), Bk′ is of the form Bk ×k k
′
for some semiabelian subvariety Bk of A . 
Lemma 5.15. Let X be a closed subvariety of a semiabelian variety A . Then κ¯(X) ≥ 0,
with equality if and only if X is a translated semiabelian subvariety of A .
Proof. See ([I 2], Thm. 4 and Thm. 2). 
Theorem 5.16. Let A be a semiabelian variety, let X be a closed subvariety of A ,
and let D be an effective Weil divisor on X . Then
(a). κ¯(X \ D) ≥ 0 , with equality if and only if X is a translated semiabelian
subvariety of A and D = 0 ;
(b). κ¯(X \D) + dimB(X \D) = dimX ; and
(c). B(X \D) = 0 if and only if X \D is of logarithmic general type.
Proof. The inequality κ¯(X \D) ≥ 0 is immediate from Lemma 5.15 and the inequality
κ¯(X \D) ≥ κ¯(X) . The remainder of part (a) follows by Lemmas 5.15 and 5.12.
Next consider (b). By Hironaka’s resolution of singularities and by ([I 3], Thm.
10.3), there exists a complete nonsingular variety X ′ , a normal crossings divisor D′
on X ′ , a proper birational morphism π : X ′ \ D′ → X \ D , a complete nonsingular
variety W , and a dominant morphism Φ: X ′ →W such that
(i). dimW = κ¯(X \D) ,
(ii). K(X ′) is regular over K(W ) , and
(iii). if X ′η denotes the generic fiber of π , then h
0(X ′η ,mK(X′,D′)) ≤ 1 for all
m ∈ N , and is not always zero.
The canonical divisor of the generic fiber of π is KX′
∣∣
X′η
; this follows by looking
at the First Exact Sequence for differentials, which is exact on the left in this case,
and taking highest exterior powers. Therefore the logarithmic canonical divisor of the
generic fiber of π
∣∣
X′\D′
is (KX′ + D
′)
∣∣
X′η
. Thus, by (iii), the logarithmic Kodaira
dimension of the generic fiber of π
∣∣
(X′\D′)
is zero. We may regard this as a subvariety
of Aη := A ×k K(W ) ; after base change to K(W ) , it is a translated semiabelian
subvariety of A ×k K(W ) . By Lemma 5.14, that subvariety comes from a subvariety
B of A . Since the generic fiber is invariant under translation by B , the same holds
for X \D . Thus B(X \D) ⊇ B , and therefore by (i),
(5.16.1) dimB(X \D) ≥ dimB = dimX − κ¯(X \D) .
But also, by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7,
κ¯(X \D) = κ¯
(
(X \D)/B(X \D)
)
≤ dimX − dimB(X \D) .
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Combining this with (5.16.1) gives part (b).
Part (c) follows immediately from (b). 
§6. The Kawamata Structure Theorem
This section generalizes the Kawamata Structure Theorem to the context of a closed
subvariety of a semiabelian variety, minus a divisor.
Theorem 6.1. Let A be a semiabelian variety over an algebraically closed field of char-
acteristic zero, let X be a closed subvariety of A , and let D be an effective divisor
on X . Let Z = Z(X \D) be the union of all positive dimensional translated semi-
abelian subvarieties of A contained in X \D . Then Z is a Zariski-closed subset
of X \D , and each irreducible component has nontrivial Ueno fibration.
Proof. We may assume that X\D has trivial Ueno fibration, for otherwise the theorem
is trivial (with Z = X \D ). By noetherian induction it then suffices to show that Z is
not Zariski-dense. Let B = B(X) and X ′ = X/B ; then X ′ has trivial Ueno fibration
and there is a fiber bundle θ : X → X ′ with fiber B .
Let Z ′ (resp. Z ′′ ) be the union of all nontrivial translated semiabelian subvarieties
of A which are contained in X \D and which lie (resp. do not lie) in fibers of θ . Then
Z = Z ′ ∪ Z ′′ . But Z ′′ ⊆ θ−1(Z(X ′)) , which is not Zariski-dense by the Kawamata
Structure Theorem for closed subvarieties of semiabelian varieties ([N], Lemma 4.1).
Thus it suffices to show that Z ′ is not Zariski-dense.
Let Z0 be the union of all nontrivial translated abelian subvarieties making up Z
′ ,
and let Z1 be the union of all nontrivial images of Gm lying in X \D and contained
in fibers of θ . Then
Z ′ = Z0 ∪ Z1 .
(Note that a nontrivial image of Gm is a translated semiabelian subvariety, by ([I 2],
Thm. 2).)
First consider Z0 . Suppose Z0 6= ∅ and let C be a translated abelian subvariety
of A lying in X \D and lying in a fiber of θ . Then the closure of D in A does not
meet C ; hence this is true of all translates of C unless they lie in the closure of D .
Thus B(X \D) contains the abelian subvariety corresponding to C . This contradicts
the assumption that B(X \D) is trivial, so Z0 = ∅ .
This leaves Z1 . The remainder of this proof is motivated by the proof of Theorem
0.2.
Let B0 be the abelian quotient of B and let B1 be the toric part, so that there
exists an exact sequence 0→ B1 → B → B0 → 0 . Then θ : X → X
′ factors as
X
φ
−→ X0
ψ
−→ X ′ ,
where φ and ψ are fiber bundles with fibers B1 and B0 , respectively.
Let π0 : X˜0 → X0 , X ⊆ X , π : X˜ → X , and D˜ be as in Theorem 2.4. Let B1
be the equivariant completion of B1 corresponding to X . Let χ : Gm → X \ D be
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a nontrivial morphism whose image is contained in a fiber of θ . Then its image must
lie in a fiber of φ , say, Imχ ⊆ φ−1(x) , x ∈ X0 . Let x˜ ∈ X˜0 be a point lying over
x ∈ X0 ; then χ lifts to χ˜ : Gm → X˜ . Since D˜ is ample on fibers of φ˜ : X˜ → X˜0 ,
the closure of the image of χ˜ must meet D˜ . Let P be a point where they meet, let
T be the B1-orbit of B1 corresponding to the B1-orbit of φ˜
−1(x˜) containing P , and
let p : U → T be the projection defined in Proposition 2.5; U ⊇ B1 . This p defines
a projection q from an open subset of X˜ to the subset T˜ of X˜ corresponding to
T . Then q ◦ χ˜ defines a morphism A1 → T . Since T is isomorphic to a product of
Gm ’s, it follows that this morphism must be trivial. Thus the image of χ˜ must lie in
the proper Zariski-closed subset q−1(Supp D˜ ∩ T˜ ) , so the image of χ must lie in the
corresponding proper Zariski-closed subset of X .
Since there are only finitely many such T˜ , it follows that Z1 cannot be Zariski-
dense. 
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